
From: Matthew Burrows 
Sent: November-01-19 3:16 PM 
To: Mayor; Calendino, Attilio Pietro; Dhaliwal, Satvinder; Johnston, Dan; Jordan, Colleen; Keithley, Joe; 
McDonell, Paul; Volkow, Nick; Wang, James 
Subject: "Short Firing", Reduction of Garbage P/up by 50% and Plastic Ban 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Esteemed Mayor Hurley and Burnaby Councillors: 

I'll be quick and concise and for now we'll focus on the City of Burnaby with my Top 3.  

However, this can and should be disseminated region-wide ,s o feel free to do just that if the 
mood grabs any of you. 

1. Quick Firing 

I am overseeing our Single Family residential pickup on Wednesdays in South Burnaby. I am 
always upset at the amount of plastic, organic waste and other sundry items that should be 
washed and reused, recycled or avoided to begin with - but somehow these still wind up in the 
garbage bin. I call this laziness and "Quick Firing", as it is easy for my lazy roomies to bag some 
organic waste and Quick Fire it into the garbage rather than step outside to the green bin zone. 

2. Reduce S/F to ONE BLACK BIN fortnightly - Even with Quick Fired items, we as a house 
only have need for ONE BLACK BIN. This must be replicated citywide. Look at the positive 
headlines this would garner with next to no impact. If we can do it, we can all do it in Burnaby 
residential neighbourhoods!!! 

3. BPA...Ban Plastic Already! 

Simple...so can you at least enact 1 and 2 and work on 3? 

Please and many thank yous. 

Matthew Burrows 

 
Burnaby, BC, 

 

Section 2 Council Correspondence 2019.11.14

Referred to: 
  Environment and Social Planning Committee (2019.11.05) 
Copied to:  
  City Manager 
  Dir. Corporate Services 
  Dir. Engineering 




